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Sprint Summary

Our third (virtual) community sprint featured eight developers and three coaches, representing eleven institutions and five countries. Six sprint participants 
had participated in a previous sprint. It's wonderful to see their continued progress and support for DSpace, while also seeing two new people join the 
effort!

During the two-week sprint, seven Pull Requests (PRs) were developed, approved & merged into DSpace 7, with another seven PRs still in-progress. On 
the Angular UI side, we saw new translations of the existing UI (Czech, Dutch and German) along with bug fixes / minor enhancements.  On the REST API 
side, we saw the creation of new endpoints (for creating communities and groups), enhanced Submission functionality, OpenSearch support and 
numerous bug fixes.

Completed
REST API: , , , #2187 #2228 #2232 #2238
Angular UI: , , , #296 #297 #300 #303

In-Progress
REST API: , , #2128 #2215 #2239
Angular UI: , , #294 #307 #308

Sprint Participants

Thanks to our Sprint #3 Participants and their institutions! We appreciate your hard work during this sprint, and we hope to see you continue to 
contribute to DSpace.

Pascal-Nicolas Becker (The Library Code, Germany)
Stefan Fritzsche (TU-Dresden, Germany)
Alina Budnitzki (TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany)
Michael Spalti (Willamette University, USA)
Bill Tantzen (University of Minnesota, USA)
Oliver Goldschmidt (Hamburg University of Technology, Germany)
Christian Scheible, (University of Konstanz, Germany)
Pablo Prieto, ( , Mexico)Almat

Sprint Coaches

Thanks also to our Sprint #3 Coaches!  Your help and support during the sprint was noted as a great positive in the participant feedback (see below)

Art Lowel (Atmire, Belgium) 
Andrea Bollini (4Science, Italy)
Tim Donohue (DuraSpace)

Sprint Schedule

Sprint Meetings (Please do your best to attend all three meetings. If you cannot attend a meeting, please touch base with us in the #dev-sprint Sla
 channel for any updates, etc.)ck

Sprint Kick Off Meeting (one hour):  at    in Monday, Oct 1  (10:00am EDT)14:00UTC  (9:00am EDT)13:00UTC DSpace Meeting Room
Mid-Sprint Meeting (one hour):   at   (10:00am EDT) in Monday, Oct 8 14:00UTC DSpace Meeting Room
Sprint Wrap-Up (Closing) Meeting (one hour):  at   (10:00am EDT) in Thursday, Oct 11 14:00UTC DSpace Meeting Room

Daily Standups are on #dev-sprint channel in  . Just provide your daily updates via text chat, .Slack prior to 15:00UTC each day
More information on Sprint Schedule / Meetings can be found at Sprint Schedule

Sprint Goals

Approve/merge submission & workflow codebases in REST API and Angular UI (4Science team, Tim and others)
Improvements to Angular UI and REST API

See   belowSprint Tickets

https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/2187
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/2228
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/2232
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/2238
https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/296
https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/297
https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/300
https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/303
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/2128
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/2215
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/2239
https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/294
https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/307
https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/308
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~pbecker
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~stefanf
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~alina.budnitzki
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~mspalti
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~tantz001
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~olli_gold
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~christian.scheible
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~pablop
https://www.almat.com.mx/
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~artlowel
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~bollini
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~tdonohue
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Slack
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Slack
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?hour=14&min=0&sec=0&p1=0
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/DSpace+Meeting+Room
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?hour=14&min=0&sec=0&p1=0
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/DSpace+Meeting+Room
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?hour=14&min=0&sec=0&p1=0
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/DSpace+Meeting+Room
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Slack
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/DSpace+7+Community+Sprints#DSpace7CommunitySprints-SprintSchedule


3.  Improve developer documentation / getting up-to-speed documentation.

Sprint Tickets

Angular UI tickets

All Angular UI tickets are managed in GitHub Issues (under the DSpace/dspace-angular project). You will need developer access to claim individual 
GitHub tickets (contact   or  )Tim Donohue Art Lowel (Atmire)

There are two ways to view the available tickets – either in GitHub directly, or via our dspace-angular Waffle Board.  Both views point at the same tickets, 
so changes in one are reflected elsewhere.

Sprint #3 "Milestone" (Start with tickets which are labeled "Ready". Other tickets may have dependencies that need to first be completed.)
Waffle board (Any ticket in the "Ready" column can be claimed, though we recommend those with the "Sprint 3" label)

REST API tickets

All REST API tickets are managed in DuraSpace JIRA (as the REST API is being developed on the current "master" branch of the DSpace codebase). You 
will need developer access to claim individual JIRA tickets (contact  )Tim Donohue

JIRA tickets (All "REST API v7" tickets with the "community-sprint3" and "ready" label)

 

key summary type updated assignee priority status resolution labels

Additional,  can be found in JIRA.  However, we recommend selecting a ticket with the "community-sprint3" label.unassigned REST API v7 tickets

 

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link 

configuration.

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~tdonohue
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~artlowel
https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/milestone/6
https://waffle.io/DSpace/dspace-angular
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~tdonohue
https://jira.duraspace.org/issues/?jql=project%2520%253D%2520DS%2520AND%2520status%2520%253D%2520%2522Volunteer%2520Needed%2522%2520AND%2520component%2520%253D%2520%2522REST%2520API%2520v7%2522
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